American Pigeon Fanciers' Council Celebrates 10th Anniversary This July

by Tanner S. Chrisler, Publicity Director

Program speakers and meeting arrangements for the Tenth Annual Conference of the American Pigeon Fanciers' Council were announced by Co-chairman, Dr. Earl Hanebrink of State University, Arkansas. The sessions will begin on Friday evening, July 27, 1979, at 7:00 p.m. and conclude on Sunday morning at 11:00 a.m. July 29. Location is the Ramada Airport Inn on Natural Bridge Rd. near Lambert-St. Louis International Airport.

This Tenth Anniversary conference will have strong international content and will be richly illustrated, Dr. Hanebrink said. Of unique interest will be "Pigeon Fanciers of Belgium, Great Britain, Taiwan, Thailand and Hong Kong, which fits into the international flavor of the presentations announced earlier. The 'fanciers' can promise you a fascinating visit to a number of the finest lofts of show pigeons in that country as the Kojak of pigeons. Dr. John Ervin, who spent the last four years in Germany with the U.S. Army, will present "'Pigeon Fanciers and Lofts'"; Dr. W.F. Hollander of Ames, Iowa, will present "'Pigeon Breeder's Notebook - An Introduction to Pigeon Science and Genetics Newsletter'"; and author of "'The Pigeon Breeder's Notebook - An Introduction to Pigeon Science.'" Mr. Quinn, who gave one of the most inspiring talks in the annals of the APFC in 1973, has come out of hibernation, so to speak, to take part in this Tenth Anniversary program. His subject comes not only from many years as a successful breeder of Bokhara Trumpeters, but from his training and career as a professional pharmacist.

Richard Burger of Laurel, Maryland, one of the founders of the American Dove Association and long-time columnist, will present his subject "'Doves.'" Mr. Burger has a depth of experience in fancy breeds of pigeons, and it will be interesting to learn from him the similarities and the differences between domestic pigeons and wild doves, as he has experienced them.

The latest speaker to join the APFC’s Tenth Anniversary conference is a "'junior'" by age; however, his subject and what he has learned about it are certainly as mature as anything else on the program. Todd Gavin, 18, of Mankato, Minnesota, is a breeder of Homers, Kormorers and Rollers, and he had been experiencing a drop in fertility, which he believed was due to many generations of inbreeding. He kept careful records over a three year period, giving a commercially produced "'complete ration'" with and without a heavy dosage of vitamin E. The first year, no supplement. The second year with the supplement. The third year without the supplement. After organizing the data, he presented his conclusions in the form of a paper and exhibit at his high school's Science Fair. He won a top award and was invited to bring his exhibit to the state competition. The winners of the state were asked to go to the International at San Antonio. At the time of this writing, Gavin's exhibit had not made the top twelve from his state, but he had been invited to make the trip to the International Science Fair, anyway, as a notable honor, expenses paid.

His presentation, "'Fertility Variance Using Supplementary Vitamin E'" will be a real eye-opener for everyone attending the conference — both for the "'discovery'" which Gavin made (giving every bird in his loft a pill every night of the year and keeping good records) and as an inspiration to others — to see what anyone can learn on his own with his pigeons, but...
particularly to juniors. I’ve read his paper, and it is delightful to see how this young man got his pigeon hobby to become an important part of his education and to achieve high acclaim for his efforts. There are hundreds of junior breeders and hundreds more seniors with high school age children who will benefit from seeing how Todd Gavin made a successful Science Fair exhibit, using his pigeons in a fairly simple experiment. I won’t tell you what he learned. That would be like stealing his thunder.

Ralston Purina Company will be the host for the banquet on Saturday night, and those who have attended in previous years can assure you that no one went away hungry. Some may call it a buffet. I’d call it an Old Country Smorgasbord. The company will also be represented on the program by Dr. Fred Pfaff, the man in charge of pigeon nutrition.

As many readers know, Mr. Frank Hollmann, publisher of the American Pigeon Journal, was the Chairman of these Conferences for the first nine years, and he did the heaviest work at assembling the program. At the meeting in 1978 Dr. Hanebrink and Mr. George Browy of Belleville, Illinois, were elected co-chairmen. It is to their credit that Dr. Hanebrink and Mr. Browy stepped right up, as soon as Mr. Hollmann’s passing was known, and began working on this year’s program.

Surely, Mr. Hollmann’s jovial presence will be missed. But this year’s APFC program bids to be worthy of a Tenth Anniversary — the best ever! Mark your calendar, July 27-29, and make your reservations.* It also bids to be the largest attendance we have ever had.

*Ramada Inn, 9636 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis, Mo. 63134. Group rates apply.

FOLLOW-UP
Purple Grenadier

In the previous issue of the Watchbird we reported on successful breedings of Purple Grenadiers by aviculturists in Florida and California. Both those efforts utilized fostering: the birds were raised by Society finches.

In Chicago, Alex Keylard raised seven Purple Grenadiers under their natural parents in an indoor aviary 40 by 70 feet by 10 feet high. The flight is heavily planted and contains about 150 finches, including six pairs of Grenadiers. "It's like having them in the wild," he says.

He got his birds four or five years ago, but says only in the past few years have several of the pair raised young. "The parents," he reports, "eat a lot of insect food while raising them," and invade wide-wired macaw cages within the huge flight to eat corn fed on cobs to the hookbills. He believes the parents feed this to their young. Banana peels are kept in the flight to produce fruit flies. The Grenadiers have nested in bushes and in the rafters of the building.
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